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Lodi’s oger Simpson  a 
rare moment to sit down

Bell UK’s Shyam Lakhani, second left, was kept busy 
with plenty of interest in traps as well as rodenticides

Octavius Hunt’s Jo Scutcher, left, 
and Luciana egoe

enewing old acquatences  Martin Harvey, left, 
rances McKim and Dave ubel

hether you were new to Pest x or  like us  old-timers  the 2019 Britsh 
Pest Control Association BPCA  event held on 20  21 arch at ondon s 
xCe  was a great place to make new connections and to catch-up with 

old ac uaintances. As the s flagship event  Pest x delivered in spades. 

The exhibition is the heart of the event and it felt busy  at times, almost too busy. Some of the 

aisles between the stands were more like queues. Whilst us Brits are pretty adept at, what 

our American cousins describe as, waiting in line , if you wanted to make progress, 

especially on day 1, it was often difficult  Not that the exhibitors were complaining. The 

queues  gave them opportunity to engage with visitors and, dare we say it, even sell them 

something. Many of the seminars were well attended too, see out report on pages 25-27.

For the record the official attendance numbers were 104 exhibition stands, two fewer than in 

2017. The total number of visitors was recorded at 2,383 with 

well over 300 of them attending on both days. To this must be 

added the 408 exhibitors bringing the grand total to 2,791. 

The figures for 2017 were 1,845 visitors and 498 exhibitors. 

For the first time in many years PestEx was organised in-house. 

The BPCA organising team should be happy. t was 

a job well done. www
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The BAS  team  Helen Ainsworth, 
avin ood and Sharon Hughes

On the Bayer stand, Alan Morris and 
Ken Black

The E CeL e plosive detector dog 
meets the BAS S P OMPT mascot 

On the at Pak stand James Bright, left, 
from BB ear with David Helgesen

BPCA President Phil Haplin and his wife 
greeted visitors at the entrance
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Hockley’s newest broad spectrum insecticide, 
Mostyn PTP  UL , sparked some interest

Collecting Continuing Professional Development CPD  
points from BAS S P OMPT’s Chrissie ebster

Syngenta’s Europe, Africa and Middle East team was out in force for PestE , 
underlining the very international nature of this event

As ever the Kllgerm team was kept busy with 
visitors keen to find out what was new

One man Merlin’s Adam Juson  and 
his dog catch up with the news

Plenty on offer for UK pesties as the team from 
The London etwork for Pest Solutions discovered

env’s ichard Lunn e plains the 
benefits of Syngenta’s new TalonM

Lots to see, plenty of contacts to be made and old aquaintences renewed  There were also plenty of new products on show  Take a 
look at what we spotted on pages    in this issue
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